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Our Work

Who: I have extensive training and experience in data management, visualization, and adult facilitation; specifically as it 
relates to education data management, and non-profit data-driven culture development. I am an educator obsessed with 
storytelling, community building, and practical innovation. All of my work operates within an intersectional equity 
framework. Meaning my analytical + diagnostic process is contained within a culturally responsive leadership framework, 
centering the most impacted and our relationship to power.  All within the umbrella of Equity Diversity Inclusion & 
belonging (EDIB). 

What: I have led discussion on Race + Common Good and diversity in education data science (LAK ’19).  At the Data 
For Black Lives Conference I facilitated discussions with educators on spoke on the issue of implicit bias/ algorithmic 
racial bias in education data analysis. I as an educator and mentor I take pride in introducing folks to Data & Analytics, 
leading lecture series and providing personal coaching on data analysis, business insights, and project scoping + 
management. 

How: I work to improve schools and schools systems using my background in learning analytics to cultivate data 
literacy in schools, build student centered data management plans and build metrics that support holistic student 
development. I primarily explore the impact of big data in education on education equity.

Click links for details

https://youtu.be/IAyCz7L2N14
https://lak19.solaresearch.org/
https://dataliteracyfor.education/2021/03/30/the-2nd-annual-data-for-black-lives-conference-education-justice-pre-session-2019/
https://dataliteracyfor.education/2021/03/30/the-2nd-annual-data-for-black-lives-conference-education-justice-pre-session-2019/
https://dataliteracyfor.education/2021/03/30/lecture-series-career-in-data-analytics/


Overview

1. Dashboards Design
2. Data Analytics & Program 

Evaluation
3. Identify areas of 

improvement
4. Coaching
5. Data Storytelling 
6. Teach team how to 

execute data-driven 
projects

Expectation                  | Outcomes

Audience: superintendents 
and principals

The goal: give 
administrators an overview 
of each schools academic 
performance, disciplinary 
records, and teacher PD 
attendance. Made some 
features comparable to the 
previous year.  

Organization A



Overview

1. Dashboards Design
2. Data Analytics & 

Program Evaluation
3. Identify areas of 

improvement
4. BENCHMARKING
5. Teach team how to 

outline data informed 
milestones

Expectation                  | Outcomes

Audience: Senior & Directors

The goal: After COVID we need 
to quickly adapt to a digital first 
fundraising model and needed 
a way for our stakeholders in 
finance, communications and 
development to understand 
how small donor donations are 
impacting our revenue and how 
to segment our funding 
audiences. 

Organization B



SEE APPENDIX FOR LARGER IMAGES OF DASHBOARDS
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Our Basic 
Assumptions

Purpose:
● PD: Increase data fluency among staff and school leaders.  

○ Facilitation + coaching
○ EDIB framework, centering critical racial theory
○ Scope-n-sequence training, data culture rubric

● Prescriptive tools: Use to inform new strategies and 
measure how effective changes are to the program.

○ Dashboards, data memos, technical guides
 

● Infrastructure: organize data for easier use and 
management.

○ Data management plan, platform procurement 
protocol (for dashboards)

Audience:

● Principals, Teacher leaders, Board/Community???

What is your summary of success? 
Requirements? Main Stakeholders? 

What is our communication plan? 

Where Can this go wrong? Risk? Assumptions? 

Unknowns
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Approach

Racially Conscious 
Tool Design 

Culturally responsive 
Data Analysis Training

Explore the problem 

Develop data viz tools 
aligned with equity 

goals 

Move to action based 
on guided practice 

Identify deficit thinking
+

Identify levers of impact 

Create benchmarks & action 
plans based on analysis

Change attitude & behavior 
around data stewardship 

and analysis

Stephen Schoepfer | NYC DOE Data Manager :

"this dude knows his shit, he's passionate about the 
content, knowledgeable and advanced with the 
technical aspects, ability to present and define high 
quality metrics, reporting is made clear and 
understandable for varied audiences...

working with [him] was a learning experience for me 
as well cause [he’s] on-point with data and content. 
Got stuff done in timely fashion, worked with people 
on whatever was needed, and was able to present 
good quality reports..

Reference Quote:
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Dashbord Roadmap

Phase 2: Memo Making +
 Dashboard Wireframing: 

Phase 3: Tweaking + Training

Wireframes for Dashboard : 
● Use feedback to build 

memo reporting 
● Create 

Wireframes/Sketches of 
Dashboard  for feedback

Dashboard:
● Evaluate data sources 

and bring them into data 
warehouse

● Finalize UX via feedback 
from wireframes and data 
memo

● Build using data sources 
in ??????

Phase 1: Requirements /Goal Setting 

Requirements Gathering: 
● Meet with Key 

Stakeholders on 
Communications Teams 
to understand business 
processes 

● Understand gaps in 
reporting and dashboard 
needs

Goal Setting 
● Communications Goals
● Create measurable and 

actionable metrics   

Kick-off Meeting 
Designing and Setting 
Benchmarks 

● Finalize Dashboard 
Manual 

● Finalize Data 
management plan

● Provide technical support 
and coaching 

● Identify org data culture 
maturity and roadmap

Solution Timeline 
Months 1 - 4 → Months 4 - 6  → End of Month 6 *** 

Assuming 
only minor 
additions 
to project 
scope.



Org B Digital Fundraising 



Dashboard Ex. NYC Department of Education
Platform: Excel/ google Sheets



APPENDIX
LINK TO BIO: https://dataliteracyfor.education/resume/ 

LINK TO LINKEDIN: https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertazeemjacksoniii/ 

LINKS PRIOR MENTIONED PUBLIC SPEAKING:

● Legacy International – Forum in Race + Common Good 
● LAK ’19
● Career in Data & Analytics ChampAmerica
● Data For Black Lives Conference

Policy Briefs and Primers (LINK)

● Big Data in Education 
● Social Emotional Learning & Culturally Responsive Leaders in Schools 
● Primer on using New Metrics for 21st Century Learning 

https://dataliteracyfor.education/resume/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertazeemjacksoniii/
https://youtu.be/IAyCz7L2N14
https://lak19.solaresearch.org/
https://dataliteracyfor.education/2021/03/30/lecture-series-career-in-data-analytics/
https://dataliteracyfor.education/2021/03/30/the-2nd-annual-data-for-black-lives-conference-education-justice-pre-session-2019/
https://dataliteracyfor.education/resume/portfolio-2/
https://dataliteracyforeducation.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/bigdatabrief.pdf
https://dataliteracyforeducation.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/policybrief.sel_csp.pdf
https://dataliteracyforeducation.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/one-pager.vs-copy.pdf


Relevant Skills

Data Science + User Experience researcher: I have designed digital survey, dashboards, and other 
analytics based solutions for local and state governments with an emphasis on supporting tech-novices 
& Sr. leadership.

Data Analysis + Racial Equity Lens: I have a background in regression analysis and various other forms 
of multi-level statistical analysis.  I approach all social science research (qualitative and quant.) with a 
racial equity lens/disparity analysis.  

Tech Project Management: As an educator turned technologist and consultant I've mastered the skill of 
providing my audience with the impactful information needed to make bespoke tech solutions. 

Data Stewardship + Podcast Producer: I write and speak publicly on algorithmic bias, and the potential 
positive impact of big data & analytics in public work.  I advocate for community-center tech solutions.  I 
also produce my own podcast. 

R, SQL, Multiple Regression, Hierarchical Linear Models, Survival Models, Social Network Analysis, 
Cluster analytics, Looker, Heap


